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Space Environmentalist Awarded ‘Genius Grant’ by MacArthur Foundation

Moriba Jah, Astrodynamicist, 2022 MacArthur Fellow, Austin, TX.

AUSTIN, Texas —
Moriba Jah, an
astrodynamicist, space
environmentalist and
aerospace engineer at
The University of Texas at
Austin, has been awarded
a MacArthur Fellowship,
often referred to as the
“genius grant.” The award
recognizes Jah’s work to
track and monitor the
more than 30,000 hu-
man-made objects orbit-
ing the earth.

Jah is one of 25 in-
dividuals selected for
the five-year fellowship
— a no-strings-attached
“ investment in a
person’s originality, in-
sight and potential.” Re-
cipients are nominated
based on proven talent
and extraordinary origi-
nality and dedication to
their creative pursuits.

Jah, an associate
professor in the Cockrell
School of Engineering’s
Department of Aerospace
Engineering and Engi-
neering Mechanics, has
developed tools for more
precisely determining the
locations and possible or-
bital paths of the active
and inactive satellites,
rocket bodies and other
debris in space. This
knowledge gives scien-

tists a better picture of where objects are related to
each other and when a collision could occur.

In tracking these objects, Jah and his colleagues
have built complete catalogs of space objects in
orbit. These tools — ASTRIAGraph and Wayfinder,
a new version designed specifically for use by the
general public — are online visualization tools,
freely available to all, that integrate information
from governments, industry and researchers.

“The orbital highways are getting crowded, and
the services and capabilities that we depend upon are
in jeopardy of being lost due to collisions from orbit-
ing space debris, and it’s very difficult to predict where
and when those things might happen,” Jah said.

Jah is an outspoken advocate for space envi-
ronmentalism, a framework for treating Earth’s or-

bit as a finite natural resource that needs to be pre-
served and protected. Jah has proposed policies to
create a circular space economy, preventing pollu-
tion in the form of single-use satellites and
incentivizing companies to reuse satellites rather
than abandon them.

In addition to his research, Jah is a co-founder
and chief scientist at Privateer. His fellow co-
founders in the private space venture are Alex Field-
ing, who co-founded technology company Ripcord,
and Steve Wozniak, co-founder of Apple. Together
they focus on similar areas to Jah’s research, col-
lecting data on objects in orbit to allow space op-
erators to move safely and effectively.

“Moriba is leading the way in one of the most
important areas of space exploration — navigation in

the increasingly crowded
space above the earth
and the prevention of
more pollution in space,”
said Roger Bonnecaze,
dean of the Cockrell
School. “He is one of a
kind, and we are proud to
have him in our Texas En-
gineering community, ad-
vancing space environ-
mentalism and tracking
orbital debris in new and
incredibly impactful
ways.”

Jah is the 10th UT
Austin faculty member
awarded a MacArthur
Foundation fellowship,
joining: Monica Muñoz
Martinez (History, 2021),
Livia Schiavinator Eberlin
(Chemistry, 2018), Annie
Baker (Theatrical Arts,
2017), Branden Jacobs-
Jenkins (Theatre Arts,
2016),  Jacqueline Jones
(History, 1999), David
Hillis (Integrative Biol-
ogy, 1999), Nancy
Moran (Integrative Biol-
ogy, 1997), Nora C. En-
gland (Linguistics, 1993),
Philip Uri Treisman
(Mathematics, 1992),
Thomas G. Palaima
(Classics, 1985), David
Stuart (Linguistics & Ar-
cheology, 1984), and
Karen K. Uhlenbeck
(Mathematics, 1983).

Brittney Griner thanks
supporters on 32nd birthday

TheGrio Staff

(GRIO) - Brittney
Griner turned 32 on
Tuesday, and she sent a
message of appreciation
to her fans.

According to The
New York Times, Griner
met with Maria
Blagovolina and
Alexander Boykov, two
of her Russian attorneys,
for several hours on
Tuesday. They said she
appeared highly
stressed ahead of the
Oct. 25 hearing about
her appeal of her drug-
related conviction.

Still, according to a
statement the attorneys
released on her behalf,
the WNBA star is grate-
ful for her supporters.

“Thank you every-
one for fighting so hard
to get me home,” the
statement said, accord-
ing to the Times. “All the
support and love are
definitely helping me.”

Griner, who plays
overseas in the WNBA
off-season, has been de-
tained in a Russian
prison since March. Cus-
toms officers at the air-
port reportedly found
her with two vape car-
tridges containing can-
nabis oil. She was given
a nine-year prison sen-
tence in August.

Griner ’s defense
lawyers said she had
been prescribed can-
nabis for pain, according
to theGrio.

The Times reported
that Griner confided in
her attorneys last week
that she was having
emotional difficulties
and was pessimistic
about her chances of
getting released before
serving her entire term.
She is permitted to go
outdoors once daily and
spends the rest of her
time in a tiny cell with
two other inmates, sit-
ting and sleeping on a
specially expanded bed
to fit her near 7-foot
frame.

According to
Boykov, Griner struggles
as she waits for the ap-
peals court hearing be-
cause it is “very difficult”
for her to talk to her fam-
ily. He said scheduling
phone calls with Griner’s
wife, Cherelle, had been
challenging and that, as
far as he knew, she had
been unable to contact
her parents or siblings

since being detained.
TheGrio reported

earlier this month that
Cherelle Griner has
claimed that her impris-
oned wife is experienc-
ing her weakest point
and believes her exist-
ence is meaningless.

“She’s very afraid
about being left and for-
gotten in Russia, or just
completely used to the
point of her detriment,”
Cherelle Griner said of
Brittney, theGrio re-
ported.

Last Wednesday,
President Joe Biden said
there had been no
progress in discussing
Griner’s case with Rus-
sian President Vladimir
Putin, according to The
Times.

The United States
has said that the Krem-
lin wants to swap Griner
for prominent Russians
currently imprisoned in
this country.

WNBA star and two-time Olympic gold medalist Brittney
Griner stands in a cage in a courtroom prior to a hearing
in Khimki just outside Moscow, Russia, in August. (Photo:
Evgenia Novozhenina/Pool Photo via AP)
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